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The research and developmenl of various mechanisms and codes of spaiial representation 
has been a basic preoccupation throughout the history of Western art. The lormulation o( 
a set of spatial coordinates provides an underlying aesthetic and existential paradigm within 
which a culture achieves tentative representation (and thus comprehension) of its desires. 
The recently developed digital imaging technologies offer the artist new methods and new 
paradigms which extend the spatial identity of the artwork. And not just in terms of the 
structure of the image itself, but also in terms of a space of interaction between the image 
and the spectator. Referring to recent works l have made, 1 wish to describe certain im
portant characteristics of,the digital image, in particular those aspects w hich are able to 
constitute the modalities of interactivity and v irtuality in an artwork.

Painted images hang on wills or rest in storage; bringing them into view is a material 
handling. Digital pictures reside immaterially inside the computer, and the computer screen 
functions like a window through which the viewer chooses w hat he wants to look at. fur
thermore, the computer screen functions like a cinema camera, because the \ iewer can pan 
in any direction over the surface of an image, and also zoom into the details oi a c hosen 
image. These characteristics offer the possibility to create a virtual space of imagery 
wherein a three-dimensional structure of relationships between two-dimensional images 
can be defined. This can then constitute an interactive space w hie ! 1 the viewer explores by 
utilizing some kind of interface device.

In my interactive work The Narrative Landscape (Aorta Amsterdam, PASS), 28 im
ages were arranged on four levels, each image having a specific spaiial location beside, 
above, and below' each other. Using a joystick, the viewer could determine an individ
ual path of movement through this virtual space of imagery. I bis joystick gav e the viewer 
interactive control over the movement of the viewing w indow, w hich could be panned 
in any horizontal direction over the surface of an image, and could also be zoomed v er
tically up and down into the digital detail of an image. This vertical zoom movement 
also allowed the viewer to penetrate through the image surface, and pass from one im
age level to another. Starting from the upper image level the viewer was offered nine dif
ferent pictorial places to enter, each place constituted by a narrative group of three other 
images.
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'I'lie interactive structure of The Narrative Landscape shows that the spatial boundaries 
of the digital image do not have to be defined by the traditional perimeter of a 'picture 
frame. Instead, a virtual image space of any dimension may be created, which the viewer 
explores by moving his -viewing window-. And as in the cinema, the externalization of the 
image is always referential to the activity of the viewer’s eye (the 'camera-).

This location of the viewer at the focal plane of an extended virtual space of imagery 
was also the modality of my installation Going to the Heart of the Center of the Garden of 
Delights(Vleeshal Middelburg, 1986). In this installation, image changes occurred as a con
sequence of the viewer walking through the museum, from the entrance towards a large 
video-projected image at the opposite end. These image changes were triggered by infra
red sensors placed along a walkway that was defined by two rows of blue -airport lights- 
on the floor of the museum. Furthermore, the sequence of seven image changes was de
fined in relation to the linear progression of seven vaulted compartments that characterized 
this museum’s Gothic architecture. Thus the museum was divided into seven zones, which 
constituted the spatial coordinates of seven virtual image planes that the viewer passed 
through when -walking through- this work.

This particular strategy of locating two-dimensional images in a virtual three-dimen
sional space was also a central aspect of my interactive video-disc sculpture Inventer La 
Terre (La Villette Paris, 1987). This work inherits and dematerializes the tradition of tromp 
I’oeil panorama painting - the panorama here exists as a true virtual image, positioned 
around the viewer and superimposed into the actual space of the museum. A periscope
like sculpture contains video and optical mechanisms that enable the viewer to interac
tively rotate his window of view inside this panorama, and then choose video-disc se
quences that are -visits- to -places- that are represented in that panorama.

The three works so far described demonstrate modalities for the location of two-di
mensional digital imagery in a virtual three-dimensional space. The Narrative Landscape 
had a specific structure of image levels set behind the plane of the projection screen. Go
ing to the Heart of the Center of the Garden of Delights implicitly brought these levels out 
in front of the screen and into the room where the viewer was walking. Inventer La Terre 
could dispense with the screen surface altogether and achieve an explicit optical conjunc
tion of the virtual image space and the actual museum space surrounding the viewer.

Let us consider now the opportunities offered lay the three-dimensional methods ol 
computer visualization. If we describe the two-dimensional digital image as a planar raster 
of numeric values, then the three-dimensional digital image is a volumetric raster of nu
meric values. The viewer’s eye position inside that volumetric space determines each mo
mentary displayed ordering of that raster. Thus a three-dimensional virtual image space can 
be created which always reveals itself interactively in relation to the viewer. -Virtual reality- 
and -cyberspace- are the fashionable terms which have come to be used to describe the 
technologies which allow a heightened degree of viewer-immersion- in such a virtual im
age space - technologies which can simulate the sensual coordinates of the real world in 
a new arena of fictional visualization.

The Legible City (Artec 89, Nagoya Japan, 1989) was a three-dimensional digital image 
whose virtual size was approximately six square kilometers. The viewer could interactively 
travel in this space by riding a bicycle which was standing in front of a large video-projec-
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tion screen. The ground plan of this space was based on a number of different cities: Man
hattan, Amsterdam, and Karlsruhe. Instead of buildings lining the avenues and streets, the 
writer Dirk Groeneveld wrote a number of stories for this work, and the letters and words 
of his text constitutes its whole visual architecture. In this way the city was transformed into 
a kind of three-dimensional book, and bicycling there was an activity of reading where 
each bicyclist, by choosing their own path, made a unique and personal reconstruction of 
the text. The -real time* interaction of the bicycle and the computer-generated image allowed 
the bicyclist complete freedom to move anywhere in this virtual image space.

In The Legible City, the space of visualization was virtually located beyond the surface 
of the projection screen and thus outside the actual room where the bicyclist were situated. 
In Alice’s Room (Kanagawa Science Park Japan, 1989) and The Virtual Museum (Art Frank
furt, 1991) I located the virtual imagery inside the actual room where the viewers were 
standing. Such a digital conjunction of virtual and actual space evokes a mannerist ambi
guity - different orders of simulation are located in a meta-dimensional structure that mir
rors a confluence of the real and the fictional. This location of the virtual space in a con
tiguous relationship with the real space establishes a discourse in that fine zone between 
the virtual and the actual which resembles what Duchamp called »the inframince**. It is here 
that I believe the most interesting and challenging opportunities for artistic propositions 
exist.

The world is becoming increasingly museified. This tendency towards premature con
servation may be relieved by a virtual museum architecture that is as provisional as the cul
ture it embodies. The Virtual Museum is a 3D-computer-generated museum containing an 
immaterial constellation of rooms and exhibits. Its apparatus is a round rotating platform 
on which is located a large video screen, computing equipment, and a chair on which the 
viewer sits. From the chair the viewer interactively controls his/her movement through -The 
Virtual Museum*. Forward and backward movement of the chair causes forward and back
ward movement of the viewer’s eye position in the museum space represented on the video 
screen. TUrning the chair causes a rotation of this virtual image space and also a synchro
nous physical rotation of the platform itself, so that the viewer moves simultaneously in 
both the virtual and real environments.

The architecture of The Virtual Museum is constituted by five rooms, all of which re
produce the architecture of the real room in which the installation is located, so generat
ing the conjunction of the real and virtual spaces. The first room shows a representation 
of the installation itself, with its platform, computer, video screen and chair. Moving through 
The Virtual Museum the viewer in effect transports himself out of this chair, and so can 
see the installation represented outside his virtual point of view. The other four rooms are 
consecutively entered just by passing through any of the immaterial walls of the room that 
the viewer is in. Using alphabetic and textual forms, each room contains its own specific 
constellation of computer-generated virtual exhibits.

The activity of art has always been the interpretation and recreation of reality, an ex- 
cercise of human imagination creating virtualities which embody tentative structures of 
meaning. The world appears to us in the light of these fictions which we project onto its 
surface. The traditional activity of art has been the representation of reality - manipulat
ing materials to create tangible mirrors of our experience and desire. Now with the mech-
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anisms of the new digital technologies, the artwork can become itself a simulation of real
ity - an immaterial digital structure encompassing synthetic spaces which we can literally 
enter. Here the viewer is no longer consumer in a mausoleum of objects, rather he/she is 
traveller and discoverer in a latent space of sensual information, whose aesthetics are em
bodied both in the cooalinates of its immaterial form and in the scenarios of its interac
tively manifest form. In this temporal dimension the interactive artwork is each time re
structured and re-embodied by the activity of its viewers.

*
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1. Jeffrey Shaw, The Narrative Landscape, 1985
(photo: author) 3. Jeffrey Shaw, InventarLci Terre, 1987 (photo: author)

2. Jeffrey Shaw, Going to the Heart of the Center of the Garden of Delights, 1986 (photo: author)
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i. Jeffrey Shaw. The Legible City. 
1989 (photo: author)

5. Jeffrey Shaw. Alice's Room. 
1989 (photo: author)

6. Jeffrey Shaw. The 1 irlnal 
Museum. 1991 (photo: aulhi >r)
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